The Countryside Code
 Be safe - plan ahead
 Leave gates and property as
you find them

Crakehall with Langthorne
Parish Council

walks
in the parish

 Protect plants and animals
and take your litter home
 Keep dogs under close
control
 Consider other people

4.
crakehall
northern circular
towards langthorne
with alternative walk
via kirkbridge

starting point:
village green notice board
conditions: field and road
circular with two alternatives route 1 with a high stile
Route 1 approx 1¼ hours
Route 2 approx 1½ hours
walk north via the village green
towards little crakehall. cross
the footbridge over the beck then
cross the main road towards the
footpath sign.

follow the footpath between
the beck and the millrace.
beyond the watermill cross the
footbridge on the left and
follow the track up the hill to a
gate.
bear right to another
gate. from here the path crosses a field to a gate in green gate
lane.
turn right down the lane and
immediately after the wooden
shed before the farm house
take the path on the left.
go through a gate, over the
stile, then across the field and
over another stile,

bearing right to a hunting gate in
the north east corner.
bear right after the gate,
through another gate and cross
the beck then head east up the
hill, keeping the pond on the
right. on reaching a wide gate ***
turn left heading across the
field to a high stile over a wall.
turn left and continue with the
hedge on the left to a gate.
continue down the right hand
side of the next hedge to a stile.
from the stile head for the stile
over a footbridge.
bear left with the beck on the
left to a gate, then head right up
a
slight
hill
to
a
small
plantation. after another stile
cross two fields aiming for a
stile in the far hedge slightly to
the right. turn left and follow
the road back to crakehall.
*** route 2
alternatively turn right keeping
the hedge on the right to a gate
which leads onto the road. turn
right and follow the road via
kirkbridge to crakehall.
it is possible to incorporate the
reverse of walk 1 to return to
crakehall from kirkbridge.

